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1. Introduction

The analysis of devaluation has occupied quite a few

economists — the subject is rivaled only by the consumption func-

tion and the demand for money as an exercise ground for macro

theorists. But despite all this effort, the basic structure of the

theory has changed hardly at all since the classic article by Alex-

ander (19.52). Nearly all models tell some variant of the following

story: The initial effect of devaluation is to raise the price of

foreign goods relative to home goods , creating excess dem.and for

domestic production. In response, home goods output, domestic

prices, or both go up. Real hoarding, by definition equal to the

balance of pajTnents on current account, increases due to rising

income and/or demand for money.

The emphasis in telling this story has changed over the years,

from the money-less "Keynesian neutral" model of Meade (1951) to the

"monetary approach" of Dornbusch (1973) with its assvimption of full

employment, but one basic assximption has always remained: The immediate

impact of devaluation is to create excess dem.and for home goods. Models

differ only in how the system reacts to the excess demand. The possi-

bility that the price n-ovements caused by devaluation will create

enough losers in real income terms to reduce effective home goods de-

mand is almost always left out.
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This oversight persists, even thoiigh there is substantial

empirical evidence suggesting that devaluation often reduces aggre-

gate demand (vide Cooper {l9Tla)). Even a few theorists like

Hirschman (19^*9), Diaz-Alejandro (1963) and Cooper (l9Tlb) have

suggested that falling output and employment after devaluation are

quite frequently to be expected. These assertions, however, have

had little impact on thinking about exchange rates. The possibility

that devaluation might be contractionary is generally regarded as a

perverse, unimportant case.

The presumption that devaluation is expansionary is not

supported by firm empirical evidence. Why, then, is it so widely

accepted? Leftists have been known to suggest class bias — as we

will argue later, devaluation does typically redistribute income

from wages to profits — but this is too glib. Vfe believe, instead, that

the orthodox view of devaluation derives much of its strenfrth from the

persuasive power of the simple, elegant models in which it is presented.

Since skeptics have mostly relied on Journalism or at best partial

equilibrium analysis, it is not surprising that theoretical discussion

is dominated by the belief that devaluation has an expansionary effect.

As Just hinted, neglecting the contractionary impacts of de-

valuation amounts to ignoring income effects, especially those trans-

ferring real purchasing power toward economic actors with high marginal

propensities to save. By redirecting income to high savers, devalua-

tion can create an excess of saving over planned investment e2c_ ante ,

and reductions in real output and imports ex_ post . The three most

important circumstances are the following:



(i) When devaluation takes place with an existing trade deficit,

traded goods price increases iiranediately reduce real income at home

axid increase it abroad, since foreign currency payments exceed re-

ceipts. Within the home country the value of "foreign savings" goes

up ex ante , aggregate demand goes down ex_ post , and imports fall along

with it. The larger the initial deficit, the greater the contractionary

outcome.

(ii) Even if foreign trade is initially in balance, devaluation

raises prices of traded goods relative to home goods, giving rise to

windfall profits in export and import-competing industries. If money

wages lag the price increase and if the marginal propensity to save

from profits is higher than from wages, ex ante national savings goes

up. The magnitude of the resulting contraction depends on the difference

between savings propensities of the two classes.

(iii) Finally, if there are ad valorem taxes on exports or imports,

devaluation redistributes income from the private sector to the govern-

ment, which has a saving propensity of unity in the short run. Once

again, the final outcome is reduction in aggregate demand.

Casual empiricism suggests that all three circumstances pre-

vail in many countries, especially the less developed ones. In these

countries a deflationary impact from devaluation is more than a remote

possibility; it is close to a presumption. The piirpose of this paper

is to show in a formal model how devaluation can cause an economic con-

traction. The results will come as no surprise to those concerned with

policy in the underdeveloped world. But we do hope that putting practical

economists' insights into a theoretically appealing framework will make

them accessible to the wider range of the profession at large.



2. A Macroeconomlc Model

In this section we develop a simple Keynes-Kalecki model of

an open economy with the following characteristics:

(i) There are two distinct sectors, an export sector producing

for the world market and a home goods sector producing for domestic

demand.

,(ii) Prices of exports and imports are fixed in foreign currency;

home goods prices are determined by a markup on direct costs of labor

fijBijd imported inputs required to sustain production (think of petroleum

iJxian oil-short country).

(iii) .The wage rate .is fixed in domestic currency.

(iv) ;Ija the short run, substitution responses of both exports and

imports to price changes axe negligible. Export production is determined

(by .available capacity, while imports enter with fixed coefficients into

(Jomestic demand.

[y) Interest rates are kept constant by action of the monetary

authority, so that we need only consider income-expenditure relationships.

JVss.umptions (i) - (v) are chosen for analytical convenience, but

they appear to correspond fairly well to the stylized characteristics

of many partially industrialized countries. In these countries most

export earnings come from an agricultural or mining sector producing

for world markets. Domestic industry has been built up by im.port sub-

stitution via protection, so that the remaining imports are noncompetitive,

chiefly intermediate goods and raw materials, for which little substi-

tution is possible in the short run.

The assumption of an acconmiodating monetary policy is made

temporarily in order to allow us to focus on the income effects of



devaluation. We will return to monetary analysis in a later section.

We begin with an equation for the price of home goods:

where a-rirj a^H ^^^ input coefficients of labor and imports respectively

into home goods, v is the wage rate, P the home domestic price of

imports, and z a markup factor.

Prices of imports and exports are determined by world prices,

taxes, and the exchange rate:

^X = ^(1 - *X^^X (2)

where e is the exchange rate of domestic currency for dollars, t^

and t., the rates of ad valorem tax on exports and imports, and P*
,M A

P* the dollar prices of exports and imports on world markets. Notice

that (l) - (3) imply that a change in the exchange rate changes traded

goods prices relative to the wage rate and the price of home goods, but

does not affect the terms of trade.

Recipients of income may be divided into two classes: those who

receive wages and those who receive profits or rents. The nominal income

of each class is determined by the equations

7w = (^^ ^ ^LX^)"
(^)



Here H and X axe outputs of home goods and exports, a^^ is the

input of labor per unit of exports.

For simplicity of exposition, it will te assumed that all im-

ports are inputs into home goods production, i.e., that there is no

direct final demand for imports. This implies that ?„ is the proper

deflator if ve vant to measure real income of workers or capitalists.

We will assume separate consumption functions for the two groups, so

thfe demand side of the model may be written

^^-W^h^^^r^V^e) -i(r)-.G^ (6)

M=8^'. (7)

Here,^ M stands for real imports,

-

r is the interest rate, which we assume to be held fixed, I

2/
is real investment ,- and G is real government consumption.— For

converiience, define 3C^-/9(Y^/Pjj) = Vy,- ^C^/^{Y^/P^) = Yj,

When the exchange rate is held fixed, equations (h) - (j) make

up' a standard Keynesian open-economy model. It is a simple matter to

compute multipliers on home goods production and imports. The multi-

plier effects of a change in government expenditure, for example, are

dG - D dG - ^

where D = 1 - y^a^^^w/P^ - YpZ/(l + z)



The model may also be represented by an elementai-y Keynesian

cross, as in Figure 1. Because both vage and profit income are func-

tions of the output of home goods , the demand for home goods is a func-

tion of home goods output , as represented by the line E E in the

upper portion of the diagram. Equilibrium may be determined by the

intersection with a ^45 degree line through the origin. Imports can

then be read off from the schedvile relating imports to home goods

production in the lower portion. An increase in government spending

of dG raises the demand schedule to E E .

So far this is familiar ground; the unfamiliar results appear

when the exchange rate is allowed to chajige. The model excludes, by

assumption, substitution and monetary effects of devaluation, leaving

only income effects. The next section will examine Just these.

3. Income Effects of Devaluation

Even when devaluation does not change a country's terms of

trade, it has a number of other income effects. Unless the trade

acco\int is initially balanced, a devaluation changes the real income

of the country as a whole. Within the country it produces redistribu-

tion from workers to capitalists, and from the private sector as a

whole to the government. These real income adjustments do not take

place independently—they interact, and there is no way to decompose

the impact of a devaluation into separable components. In order to

study the different income effects of devaluation individually, it is

necessary to consider special cases in which only one of them is operating.

That will be the procedure followed in this section.
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FIGURE I
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Devaluation from an initial trade imbalance: Hirschman (19^+9) and

Cooper (l971b) have shovn — though with little impact on other theore-

tical work — that devaluation from an initial trade deficit reduces

real national income and may lead to a fall in aggregate demand. The

argtment is straightforward. Devaluation gives with one hsind, by-

raising export prices, while taking away with the other, by raising

import prices. If trade is balanced, and the terms of trade are not

changed, these price changes offset each other. But if imports ex-

ceed exports, the net result is a reduction in real income within the

country.

- • The income loss can be quantified using the model of this

paper by considering a special case. Let y = y„ = y, eliminating

within-country distribution effects, and let t = t = G = 0, eliminating

fiscal effects. After a good deal of manipulation we can derive the

elasticity of home goods output with respect to the exchange rate (the

result is given as an elasticity because the economic meaning of the

expression is clearer in that form)

:

"T— rr — iv .
—^^——

—

where K = (Y/r))(l - {?^^/?^){l + z))

In words , output of home goods — and hence total output , em-

ployment, and imports — will rise or fall depending on whether trade

is initially in surplus or deficit. Since countries which devalue are

usually in deficit at the time, there is contraction. Its magnitude

for a given percentage devaluation is proportional to the ratio of the
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deficit to home goods production.

The effect of trade imbalance is illustrated graphically in

Figure II. There is some level of imports M at which trade vould

be balanced, and a level of home goods output corresponding to it.

Devaluation causes the demand schedule E E. to rotate clockwise around

the point corresponding to that level of demand, to a new schedule such

as E^E^. The effect when starting from a trade deficit is to reduce

output and imports.

Distributional effects : If money wages are rigid in the short run,

devaluation redistributes income from wages to profits and rents. If,

as is widely believed, the marginaJL propensity to save out of profits

is larger than the marginal propensity to save out of wages, this change

in income shares will reduce aggregate demand and therefore imports,

as pointed out by Ciaz-Alejandro (1963). V^e again demonstrate by

considering a special case of the model. Suppose trade is initially

balanced, F*X = F^l , so there is no trade balance effect, and also

that t„ = t = G = 0. \Je assume y^ >y^» ^e can solve, once again,

for the elasticity of home goods output with respect to the exchange

rate, which after some substitutions becomes

dH . e ^R " ^W . ^W . ^IJ^ . (1 + z)

de H D Y Y

where Y = Y + Y is total private income. Thus the elasticity of

output (and impc-^-*-='!* ^-'ith respect to devaluation is proportional to the

difference in marginal propensities to consiime, to the share of wages in

income, and to the share of imports in income. It is also an increasing
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function of the markup. If consumption propensities are eq\ial, de-

valuation has no short-run effect on output, employment or trade,

"but merely shifts income from wages to profits. The traditional

leftist reluctance to devalue may have something to do with this fact.

Fiscal effects of devaluation: Theoretical models of the balance of

payments ordinarily ignore the government budget, but the fiscal implica-

tions of devaluation may be of great practical importance. There are

a number of possibilities: if the government budget is not initially

balanced, there is an income effect comparable to the income effect of

devaluation via the trade deficit; if there are progressive income

taxes, or higher taxes on profits than on wages, the government claims

an increased share of income; finally, if there are ad valorem taxes

on exports or imports, higher traded goods prices will redistribute

income to the government. One way of looking at this last point is

to say that the private sector pays more for imports than it earns from

exjxjirts, even though trade is balanced for the country as a whole, so

we get another version of the trade balance effect already discussed.

To illustrate how fiscal reactions can make a devaluation

deflationary, consider the case of an export tax and assume t = 0,

Y_ = Yy = Y • Fiirther assume that both the trade account and the

government budget are initially balanced, so that P^ = P*M and Y +

Y„ = eP^ + P^ - eP^M . Then we can solve for the resxilt

dH
de 1= -h'h-^- ^V^V)
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The devaluation elasticity is proportional to the tax rate on exports

and the share of imports in income. Although the model assiomes a

proportional, tax function, vhat is relevant in general is the marginal

rate, which may be very high. In one fairly common case, where agri-

cultural exports must be sold to the state at fixed prices, the marginal

tsjc rate is one, so the fiscal drag from devaluation is quite strong.

k, A Numerical Example

It seems worthwhile to provide a numerical example at this point,

for two reasons. First, an effort to treat the general case of the

model analytically produces very complicated algebra. Second, an

example may help persuade the reader that the effects we have been

considering are in fact important, not merely curiousities.

To produce a computable model requires some , though not much

,

specialization of the functional forms. Assume that workers and cap-

italists have proportional consumption functions with constant con-

sumption shares Yy and y respectively. Then (6) may be written in

the special form

^ = VV^H^" ^R^V^H^ -^ ^ -^ ^ • (^')

The equations (l) - (7) then form a solvable system.

The assumed values of parameters and exogenous variables are

given in Table 1. The numbers chosen are arbitrary, though they are

meeint to fall within a "reasonable" range for semi-industri:-llzed

countries.
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Table I: Assumed Values of Parameters and Exogenous Variables

\h 0.T5

^E 0.25

\x 0.25

^W
1.0

Yr 0.5

*x
0.5

Si
0.2

z 0.1*

w 1

m 1

n 1

I 20

G 10

X 15

€: 1.0

Devaluation increases the value of e while leaving all of the

other parameters and exogenous variables unchanged. Suppose the currency

is devalued by 25 percent. We can assess the effects by computing the

values of some important quantities for both e = 1.0 and e = 1.25.

The results are shovn in Table II.

Table 11 ; Effects of a Devaluation

e = 1.0

Nominal GDP 127.7
at factor cost

GDP at constant
prices

127.7

Price of home
goods

1.47

Output of
hone goods

102.7

Trade balance -10.7
in dollars

Trade balance in -10.7
domestic money

e = 1.25 % change

12^.5 -2.5

119.8 -6.2

1.575 +7.1

96.0 -6.5

-9.0 +15.9

-11.2 -h,l
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Before devaluation the economy has a trade deficit of 8.U

percent of GDP — large, but by no means uncommon. It exhibits all

of the features that we have seen can make a devaluation deflationary

— initial deficit, differential savings behavior, ad valorem tajces

on traded goods — but none to an unusual degree. When the currency

is devalued, there is a substantial deflation. Real GDP and the out-

put of home goods fall, while the trade balance improves in dollar

terms because imports decrease along with output. The loss in real

GDP of 7.9 might in practice be offset by some export responsiveness

to devaluation. Kovever, even on our unrealistic assumption that the

import content of exports is nil, the relevant elasticity vould have

to be close to tvo in the short run to restore GDP in initial prices

to its pre-devaluation level. In a semi-industrialized country, such

a responsive export industry is unlikely.

Finally, note that aggregate measures behave quite differently

in real and nominal terms. The fall in current price GDP is less

than half the fall in constant prices, vhile the trade balance actually

worsens when measizred in domestic currency. The difference between

real and nominal movements has obvious importance for monetary analysis

of devaluation, to which we now turn.
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5. Monetary Effects of Devaluation

The analysis of previous sections, with its purely Keynesian

approach, may seem dated and largely irrelevant to economists

accustomed to the "monetary approach" to the balance of pay-

ments. It might be argued that the JLncome effects of devalua-

tion would be unimportant if the monetary authority, instead of

pegging the interest rate, were to keep some monetary aggregate

oonBtant. This is a correct point in one respect: if a

monetaiy aggregate such as M2 were held constant, the multi-

plier effects of impact changes in real income would be dampened,

perhaps enough to make them insignificant. On the other

hand, devaluation, by raising prices, increases the demand for

money at any given level of output and employment. If the nom-

inal money stock is held constant, this will have a contraction-

ary effect on real output. Taking this into account, deval-

uation with money supply held constant may be either more or

I'ess contractionary than devaluation holding interest rates

constant.

To illustrate the contractionary effect on the monetary side,

suppose we were to adopt an extreme quantity theory position ,

under which there is a strictly proportional relationship

between some monetary aggregate and income

i
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A = k(Y^ + Y^) (8)

where A is a monetary aggregate fixed in the short mn.

Using equations (1) - (5) and (8), we can derive the result

g •

I
= - k(PxX + zPmM)/(A - kP^X)

which will always be negative. Thus a deflationary effect of

devaluation takes place in monetarist as well as Keynesian models.

Another numerical example may be in order. Suppose

that the initial state of the economy is the same as in the

last section, but that now, because the central bank holds

M2 (say) constant, nominal GDP does not change following de-

valuation. The results of a 25 percent devaluation are displayed

in Table III:

Table III : Effects of Devaluation Holding; Nominal Income
Constant

e = 1.0 e = 1. 25 fo change

Real GDP 12?.

7

122.9 -3.8

Output of 102.7
home goods

98.6 -4.0

Trade balance -10.7
in dollars

-9.7 +9.3

Trade balance -10.? -12.1 -13.1
in domestic
currencv
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In this case the contraction resulting from devaluation under

monetarist assumptions is less than under Keynesian assumptions, but

Is still substantial.

All of this has assumed that the monetary authority really

can detennine monetary aggregates, something which is not necessarily

so. In many countries open-market operations are not available, and

the government must rely on its own deficit and — in rare instances —

a balance of payments surplus to create new monetary base. The identity

in the absence of open-market operations (and substitutes such as re-

discount and overdraft) is base creation = government deficit + balance

of payments. Now we have already observed that devaluation will often

increase government revenues through its effect on indirect taxes. We

have aJ-so seen that devaluation can cause the trade deficit to worsen

in domestic currency although it improves in dollars. So it is possible,

even likely, that devaluation will lead to a reduction in the rate of

growth of the monetary base — an additional deflationary influence.

This result is exactly the opposite of what comes out of orthodox

"monetary approach" models, like that of Johnson (1972).

6. Implications for Policy

The purpose of this paper has been to argue that, in the short

mn at least, devaluation may not work the way we usually assume; that

taken by itself it is quite likely to have the presumably undesirable

effects of shifting the income distribution against labor and reducing
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employment and output. What does this do to our recommendations to

countries with balance of payments problems? Should ve abandon de-

valuation as a prescription because of its undesirable side effects?

The theorist's answer — and he has a point — woiild be that

the effects of devaluation on aggregate demand are irrelevant. Govern-

ments have other tools with which they can manage demand. If they

don't like the demand effects of devaluation, let them compensate

with fiscal or monetary policy, leaving devaluation to accomplish its

primary purpose of inducing substitution.

Practical men would answer that matters are not that simple.

Governments, especially in less-developed countries, are not sufficiently

flexible to fine-tune their economies. Thus one cannot take it for

granted that devaluations will be accompanied by appropriate stabiliza-

tion measures, and one therefore ceumot dismiss devaluation's demand

effects.

There is a reasonable argument which starts from this point

and continues as follows:

(i) In the short run the balance of payments deficit is "structural"

— that is, both imports and exports are not very sensitive to price

changes for a given level of domestic output.

(ii) As a consequence, any favorable short-r\an effects of devalua-

tion on the trade balance come primarily through economic contraction

rather than substitution.

(iii) Devaluation not only reduces output and employment, but re-

distribute*^ :'''^C'^me from labor to capital as well.

(iv) Thus devaluation is a costly cure, and a devaluation big enough

to reduce the balance of payments deficit substantially in the short
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run may be unacceptable. In such a case, the goveniment should beg

or borrow to meet the short-term deficit and work toward eliminating

its structural difficulties by expansion of traded goods production

3/
in the mediiun run.—

The question is how one goes about correcting structioral

problems. In economies which are closely tied to the world market,

direct goveniment investment is not likely to be too helpful. Govern-

ments can build sind manage roads, dams, and even steel plants; but

iihere are few countries where they can effectively produce wigs , or

false teeth, or cosmetics, or peasant agricultural products; yet

these may be precisely the goods that the country has much chance of

exporting or substituting for imports. So a policy designed to expand

the capacity of the traded goods sector will probably have to rely on

encouragement of private investment. This can be accomplished with

a variety of tools: subsidies, tariffs, preferential credit, m\iltiple

exchange rates. It can also be accomplished, without the microeconomic

distortions that these measures create, by devaluation, which increases

profitability in traded goods production. Perhaps, then, one should

think of devaluation as a measure designed to rectify balance of pay-

ments difficulties m the medium rather than the short jrun.—

In challenging the established view of the effects of devaluation

on aggregate demand, then, this paper does not deny its usefulness as

a policy tool. It is important, however, that policymakers be aware

of its contractionary effects. Normally, devaluation is regarded as

an "expenditure-switching" measure, which should be combined with an

offsetting "expenditure-reducing" policy. Wliat we have seen is that
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devaluation itself may have an expenditure reducing effect. A

stabilization plan which, say, combines devaluation with tax increases

may thus be piling deflation on deflation, and the government may

find itself confronted with a steeper decline in output than it wanted.

Devaluation should in many cases be accompanied by measures to increase

demand.

In any case, it is not the purpose of this paper to give policy

advice' valid for all countries at all times. The important point is

that devaluation may be deflationary, and one should be on the alert

for that possibility.
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Footnotes

• The authors are at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. We

are grateful to Rudiger Dombusch, Jagdish Bhagwati, Edmar Bacha eind

members of the M.I.T. Trade and Development Workshop for coiranents on

previous drafts.

1^/ Note the emphasis on theoretical. Our friends from underdeveloped

countries mentioned in the preceding footnote rightly point out that

the contractionary impacts of currency depreciation have long been recog-

nized by policy makers and their intellectual critics in the less de-

veloped world. But informal statements, even of something that "every-

body knows", are not enough. It is a fact of life, not confined to

economics, that practical insights usually become influential only after

they have become embodied in formal theory; and that once an idea has

received persuasive theoretical treatment it will persist even in the

face of contradictory evidence, lontil another equally persuasive theory

comes along. "Practical men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt

from any intellectual influence, are usually the slaves of some defunct

economist".

2/ We abstract from stock changes. In practice, a good part of the

response to devaluation we are about to sketch would take place via

inventory adjustment. Again, the unfailingly messy details are omitted

for simplicity.

3/ If one grants the proposition that in the short run there is
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little that less-developed countries can or should do to reduce the

"balance of payments deficit, one must also grant an importEint corollary

about the appropriate fiscal policy when the external deficit is large.

With investment limited by all the factors which development economists

sum up under the rubric "absorptive capacity constraint", at full em-

ployment the government is forced to run a deficit to satisfy the identity

investment + balance of payments

= private saving + government current surplus

precisely because the foreign deficit is so large. Far from being

"inflationary finance", a government deficit in such circumstances

supports demand for home goods against unavoidable leakages of pur-

chasing power abroad through the trade gap.

kj The medium-term role of the exchange rate may be clarified by

the following example. Suppose a country were to experience a sudden

autonomous increase in wages and home goods prices. This would lower

the profitability of investment in traded goods production relative to

home goods production, and would produce a gradually widening balance

of payments deficit. After four or five years the country might well

find itself with a large, "structural" external deficit, with internal

demand sustained by a corresponding budget deficit. The proper policy

would have been to accommodate domestic inflation by depreciation of

the currency at the outset, in which case the balance of payments

problem might never have arisen.
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